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Abstract This study compares the designation of different solar wind flow regimes (transient, coronal
hole, and streamer belt) according to two algorithms derived from observations by the Solar Wind Ion
Composition Spectrometer, the Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor, and the Magnetometer on the
ACE spacecraft, with a similar regime determination performed on board the Genesis spacecraft. The
comparison is made for the interval from late 2001 to early 2004 when Genesis was collecting solar wind ions
for return to Earth. The agreement between hourly regime assignments from any pair of algorithms was less
than two thirds, while the simultaneous agreement between all three algorithms was only 49%. When the
results of the algorithms were compared to a catalog of interplanetary coronal mass ejection events, it was
found that almost all the events in the catalog were confirmed by the spacecraft algorithms. On the other
hand, many short transient events, lasting 1 to 13 h, that were unanimously selected as transient like by the
algorithms, were not included in the catalog.

1. Introduction

Many studies of the solar wind require knowledge of where on the Sun the wind comes from, while studies of
coronal heating and near-Sun acceleration mechanisms often require the magnetohydrodynamic properties
of the solar wind as outer boundary conditions. Those properties—speed, density, temperature, elemental
composition, ion charge states, and magnetic field—are highly variable and dependent on the solar source,
or “regime,” of the wind. Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of solar wind—quasi-stationary and transient.
Historically, only two quasi-stationary regimes were considered—the fast wind from coronal holes and the
slow wind, sometimes called “streamer belt” or “interstream” wind [Neugebauer, 1991]. More recently, Xu
and Borovsky [2015] have convincingly argued that the plasma sheet surrounding the heliospheric current
sheet is a distinctly different regime from the rest of the slow solar wind. They termed the two quasi-
stationary slow regimes the “sector-reversal-region” and “pseudostreamers” (which they also call the strea-
mer belt), respectively. Despite the wide range of the plasma and field properties of the transient solar wind
[e.g., Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006, and references therein], those flows
are usually lumped together and called “ejecta” or “interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs).”

The purpose of this paper is to compare three of the methods developed to determine the solar wind regime
on the basis of in situ measurements during the time that the Genesis mission was collecting samples of the
solar wind for return to Earth for analysis of the wind's isotopic and elemental compositions [Burnett et al.,
2003]. The elemental composition of the solar wind is known to vary between regimes, with the wind from
coronal holes being closer to photospheric composition than the slow wind [Marsch et al., 1995; von
Steiger et al., 2000]. Genesis therefore carried ion and electron detectors whose data were used onboard to
determine the prevailing regime and expose the separate collector appropriate for the coronal hole (CH),
interstream (IS), or transient (ICME) regime. The regimes determined by Genesis are here compared to the
simultaneous regimes determined by two algorithms based on measurements on the ACE spacecraft.
Specifically, what we call the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) algorithm was developed
by Zhao et al. [2009] on the basis of measurements of the proton speed and oxygen charge state, and what
we call the XB-ACE algorithm was developed by Xu and Borovsky [2015] on the basis of the properties of solar
wind protons and the magnetic field. In particular, we apply these three algorithms to 2.3 years of solar wind
data to test their levels of unanimity or diversity in regime determination. As well as examining the validity of
the algorithms, the results provide data for the estimation of possible contamination of the separate Genesis
samples and suggest some directions for further research.
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2. Descriptions of the
Algorithms Tested
2.1. Genesis

Genesis carried two electrostatic analy-
zers: the Genesis Ion Monitor (GIM) for
measuring ions and the Genesis
Electron Monitor (GEM) for measuring
electrons [Barraclough et al., 2003]. GIM
provided estimates of proton speed Vp,
proton number density np, proton tem-
perature Tp, and alpha-particle number
density na every 2.5min. The measured
value of Vp was used to calculate Tex,
the proton temperature expected for
quasi-stationary (nontransient) solar
wind; see Richardson and Cane [1995]
for further discussion of Tex. The GEM
data were used to sense whether or
not suprathermal electrons exhibited

bidirectional (sunward and antisunward) streaming (BDE =bidirectional electrons), a frequent signature of
transient material [Gosling et al., 1987; Gosling, 1990]. Running 30min averages were calculated over each
previous hour to search for any change in the regime. The logic of the onboard analysis is shown in
Figure 1; see Neugebauer et al., [2003] for its derivation and more details. Some of the constraints involved
were (1) biasing the analysis to protect the CH collector from possible ICME contamination, (2) taking the pas-
sage of interplanetary shocks into account, and (3) limiting the number of collector changes in order to
reduce the collection time lost during changes and to take a conservative approach toward cycling the
motors used to change collectors.

2.2. ACE SWICS

The Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) instrument on ACE is described by Gloeckler et al.
[1998]. Zhao et al. [2009] used the oxygen charge-state ratio O7+/O6+ measured by SWICS together with
the proton speed V (in km/s) in an algorithm based on Richardson and Cane [2004] to identify transient wind
(ICMEs) and then derived additional algorithms to distinguish nontransient wind from coronal hole (CH) or
noncoronal hole (NCHW, here called IS) sources. Their algorithms were as follows:

ICME if O7þ=O6þ ≥ 6:008e �:00578Vpð Þ (1)

IS if 0:145 < O7þ=O6þ < 6:008e �:00578Vpð Þ (2)

CH if O7þ=O6þ ≤ 0:145 (3)

2.3. ACE XB-ACE

Xu and Borovsky [2015] used data from the OMNI2 database (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov) in a multistep
process to develop algorithms for regime identification. They first isolated periods for which they were cer-
tain the regime fell into one of four categories: (1) ICME, which they called ejecta, identified by the presence
of magnetic clouds [Klein and Burlaga, 1982] or a proton temperature below the expected temperature Tex
introduced above; (2) CH, identified from fast, steady wind that was not ICME associated; (3) “sector reversal”
wind, identified by weak electron strahls; and (4) the rest of the slow, non-ICME wind, which they variously
called pseudostreamers or streamer belt. They then mapped their well-chosen examples into algorithms
based on the values of proton entropy Sp, Alfvén speed VA, and Tex/Tp. The final step was to translate those
algorithms in terms of Vp in km s�1, np in cm�3, Tp in eV, and magnetic field magnitude B in nanotesla:

ICME if 0:841 B np�0:315 Tp
�:0222 Vp

�0:171 > 1 (4)

Else; CH if 8:77�10�11 Tp B1:42 Vp
3:44 np�2:12 > 1 (5)

Else IS (6)

Figure 1. Genesis logic diagram for determination of solar wind regime.
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where their sector reversal plasma and pseudostreamers are here lumped together and called IS. In this
study, we apply equations (4)–(6) to measurements of the magnetohydrodynamic properties of the solar
wind made by the SWEPAM [McComas et al., 1998] and MAG [Smith et al., 1998] instruments on ACE. We
therefore refer below to 4–6 as the “XB-ACE” algorithm.

3. Application and Comparison of the Algorithms

Genesis sample collection began on 3 December 2001 and ended on 2 April 2004, which was a period of
declining solar activity in solar cycle 23. That period is used here to compare the results of the three sets
of algorithms. Both ACE and Genesis were in halo orbits around the L1 Lagrange point, so the two spacecraft
generally sampled similar solar wind with time lags usually significantly less than an hour.

The present analysis uses the SWICS data archive version 1.1 available from the ACE Science Center at http://
www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/lvl2DATA_SWICS-SWIMS.html. It contains hourly averaged data includ-
ing a solar wind regime identifier based on criteria (1) to (3) above. However, the instrument cycling is such
that SWICS “hours” are ~33 s longer than UT hours, and they do not usually start at zero minutes UT. Most of
the present analysis is based on SWICS "hours", which, to minimize confusion, are here called “Shours.” For
ACE plasma and field data, we used the 64 s averaged merged SWEPAM and MAG data set available from
the ACE Science Center at http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/lvl2DATA_MAG-SWEPAM.html. For this
study, the 64 s SWEPAM and MAG data were averaged over the duration of each Shour, and the Xu-Borovsky
algorithmwas applied to those average values to obtain an XB-ACE regime for each Shour for which SWEPAM
and MAG data were available. In all, the Genesis collection interval consisted of 20,229 Shours. There are gaps
in the resulting table of regimes versus Shours because for some Shours SWICS, SWEPAM, MAG, or Genesis
had no data, or the regime type could not be identified by one of the algorithms. In addition, the Genesis
regime data were matched to the table of Shours only if the Genesis regime did not change during the Shour.
Table 1 summarizes the inputs used by the algorithms and the number of Shours for which each of the algo-
rithms could calculate the regime.

The tables in Figure 2 present the results of the analysis. The top three tables show two-by-two comparisons
of the number of Shours found by each of the regime algorithms. For example, the top row of the top table
shows that of the Shours identified as IS by the XB-ACE algorithm, the SWICS algorithm likewise identified
3840 Shours as IS, but another 2998 Shours were identified as CH, and 741 as ICME. Ideally, the regime iden-
tifications would be in near agreement and almost all the Shours would be on the diagonals of the tables.
However, the off-diagonal data reveal significant disagreements. The bottom table in Figure 2 is a calculation
of the extent of agreement. Pairs of algorithms agreed in around two thirds of cases. All three algorithms
were available for 17,535 of the 20,229 Shours (86.7%) and showed three-way agreement of the prevailing
regime only slightly less than half the time (49.3%). Since the data for the SWICS and XB-ACE algorithms were
obtained on the same spacecraft, one might expect better agreement between those regimes than with
those identified by Genesis, but that is not what the analysis shows. Table 2 displays the percentage of each
regime calculated by each algorithm.

4. Some Sources of the Differences

Figure 3 shows the relative two-by-two regime agreements as a function of the speed of solar wind helium
ions measured by SWICS averaged over 50 km/s bins. Clearly, the agreement is best at high speeds and worst

Table 1. Summary of the Three Regime Algorithmsa

Source SWICS XB-ACE Genesis

Parameters used Vp Vp Vp Tp
O7+/O6+ np na/np

Tp BDE
B Elapsed time

Shours of data 20,013 18,218 19,657
% coverage 98.9 90.1 97.2

aTop: parameters used in determining the regime. Bottom: amount of data included in the study and the percent of
the Shours for which a regime could be determined.
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at intermediate speeds. This might be
expected because, as shown in Table 3,
IS flows dominate at low speeds
(<400 km/s), while CH flows dominate
at high speeds (>600 km/s). Thus, exam-
ining the regime assignments at inter-
mediate speeds and, in particular, the
transitions between IS and CH may help
to indicate why there is so much dis-
agreement between the three
algorithms.

Part of the disagreement can be under-
stood by the results shown in Table 2.
In particular, the SWICS algorithm
reported significantly more CH flow
than did the other two. Examining the
regime assignments more closely, we
found two dominant contributors, (1)
Sometimes, a long (>24 Shours) SWICS
CH regime started earlier and ended
later than the overlapping XB-ACE
and/or Genesis CH regimes. (2) There
were many examples of SWICS CH
regimes lasting a day or more at times
when the XB-ACE and Genesis algo-
rithms indicated that the regime was IS
or, less often, ICME. Disagreements of
the first type were investigated further
by examining the changes in solar wind
parameters at the time when each algo-
rithm identified the beginning or end of
a CH flow regime. If correctly identified,

entry into a CH flow should correspond with a “stream interface.” Gosling et al. [1978] [see also Burlaga,
1974] found that stream interfaces are marked by increases of proton speed and proton and electron tem-
peratures, a decrease of proton density, and variation of the flow direction from east to west of the Sun,
together with some changes of the alpha-particle properties. Changes in heavy ion abundances and charge
states, including reductions in O7+/O6+, Mg/O, and Fe/O, have also been reported at IS to CH transitions at
stream interfaces [e.g., Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 1997; Crooker and McPherron, 2012]. There should also
be corresponding changes in the reverse direction on exit from the CH regime. Using Ulysses observations
of Vp, np, Tp, na, and Mg10+/O6+, Burton et al. [1999] identified trailing stream interfaces at transitions from
CH to IS as the speed slowly decreased; crossings of 13 of 17 such interfaces occurred in <1 h. On the other
hand, using ACE observations of Va and O7+/O6+, Zurbuchen et al. [1999a, 1999b] concluded that trailing edge
changes occurred gradually over many (~40) hours and found no examples of a step-like change from fast to
slow solar wind in the eight streams they studied.

Because each of the algorithms discussed in this paper incorporates only a few of the changes expected at CH
boundaries, there might have been many misidentifications. This possibility was investigated for each of the

algorithms by studying CH intervals that
persisted for at least 24 Shours and were
either preceded or followed by at least
4 Shours of IS regime. For each entry
into or exit from such CH regimes, we
noted whether or not changes in the
six parameters Vp, Tp, np, O7+/O6+,

Figure 2. Number of Shours detected for each solar wind regime by one
of the algorithms versus the same number detected by another. The
bottom table summarizes those above.

Table 2. Distribution of Shours Between the Three Regimes

Algorithm SWICS XB-ACE Genesis

% IS 36.8 41.9 39.8
% CH 50.6 39.1 37.3
% ICME 12.6 18.9 22.9

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2016JA023142
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Mg/O, and Mg10+/O6+ were in the direc-
tion expected for a transition between
CH and IS flows. The analysis was based
on the highest resolution data available
for each parameter; i.e., for Vp, Tp, and
np, 64 s data were used for ACE, and
2.5min data were used for Genesis,
while 1 Shour data were used for O7+/
O6+ and 2 Shour data were used for
Mg/O and Mg10+/O6+. The results are
shown in Table 4a (for CH entries) and
4b (for CH exits). To understand how to
interpret these tables, consider first the
“SWICS CH entry” column in Table 4a. It
summarizes the changes in the plasma
parameters for the 22 occasions when
the SWICS algorithm indicated entry
into a CH regime from IS. The expected
Vp increase was found in 16 (77%) cases,
Tp increased as expected at 15 (71%), np
decreased as expected at 11, O7+/O6+

decreased at all 22, and so on. The results are summarized at the bottom of the column. For the 22 SWICS
CH entries, only four (18%) were “perfect” in that they were accompanied by all of the six expected interface
signatures considered. The other columns show similar results for CH entries identified by the XB-ACE and
Genesis algorithms. Because of the stringent requirement for an uninterrupted 4 Shour interval of IS preced-
ing a 24 Shour interval of uninterrupted CH, only one of the CH entry events was picked up by all three algo-
rithms. In many cases one or more of the algorithms had an interruption by an ICME regime during the
4 Shours before CH entry or the CH was interrupted by IS or ICME in less than 12 Shours after CH entry. For
each algorithm, only 16–20% of the CH entries were found to be “perfectly” associated with the interface
signatures.

Table 4a also shows that changes in the parameters explicitly used by an algorithm are more often present at
the transition identified using that algorithm than other changes. For example, changes of O7+/O6+ were
more often seen at transitions identified by the SWICS algorithm, which is based on that parameter, while
XB-ACE algorithm transitions were more highly associated with variations in the proton parameters. All the
transitions identified by the Genesis algorithm showed an increase in Vp because the algorithm specifically
requires Vp to increase to >525 km/s to transition from IS to CH (see Figure 1).

Table 4b shows the results for CH to IS transitions in the same format. In no case was the same CH exit time
reported bymore than one algorithm. In summary, we conclude from Tables 4a and 4b that differences in the
times of the IS-CH and CH-IS transitions substantially contribute to the disagreement between regimes
inferred using the different algorithms.

Figure 3. Agreement between pairs of algorithms versus solar wind
alpha-particle speed.

Table 3. Percent of Each Regime as a Function of Speed

Speed Algorithm IS CH ICME

<400 km/s SWICS 83.4 5.3 11.3
XB-ACE 70.3 0.6 29.1
Genesis 72.7 0.0 27.3

400–600 km/s SWICS 33.5 51.2 15.3
XB-ACE 53.5 25.9 20.6
Genesis 44.3 31.8 23.9

>600 km/s SWICS 1.6 90.7 7.7
XB-ACE 0.8 89.5 9.7
Genesis 0.6 83.8 15.6

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2016JA023142
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Table 5 shows how far many of the IS-CH and CH-IS transitions were from “perfection.” Not surprisingly, the
CH-IS transitions had many fewer of the expected changes than did the entries into CH. (There is one less CH
exit event in Table 5 than in Table 4b because of missing SWEPAM data for Tp and np.)

We have also compared the solar wind speeds at the times of the IS-CH and CH-IS transitions for the SWICS
and XB-ACE algorithms during the events used in Tables 4a and 4b. The Genesis algorithm was not included
in that analysis because of the fixed values of Vp required for such transitions. Figure 4 (top and middle rows)
displays histograms of the proton velocities observed at the times of CH entry (left-hand plots) or exit
(right-hand plots) identified by the two algorithms. The values of Vp used in these histograms were for the
first measurement inside the CH regime (for entry) and the last CH measurement (for exit). Although both
algorithms involve solar wind speed, the results are remarkably different from each other. In particular, on
CH entry, the XB-ACE algorithm has a strong bias toward higher speeds than does the SWICS algorithm.
We note in this regard that Gosling et al.'s [1978] superposed epoch analyses showed that leading edge
IS-CH interfaces occur almost exclusively at flow speeds below 450 km/s and have an average speed of
~425 km/s. Perhaps, the lack of low-speed stream interfaces reported by the XB-ACE algorithm arises because
its development was based on the study of “unperturbed” high-speed CH flows extending over days that
excluded leading or trailing regions of the streams [Xu and Borovsky, 2015].

Figure 4 (bottom row) shows the distributions of solar wind speeds for "perfect" CH entries or exits that
matched all the respective SWICS and XB-ACE criteria in Tables 4a and 4b. None of the algorithms gave a dis-
tribution of the same shape as the "perfect" distributions, but note that the "perfect" statistics were very poor.

As mentioned above, there were also times when the SWICS algorithm identified long intervals of CH regime
that XB-ACE and Genesis did not detect at all. Part of that discrepancy can be understood on the basis of the
velocity dependence of the algorithms. Figure 4 suggests that the XB-ACE algorithm is not very sensitive to
changing from IS to CH at speeds<500 km/s, and the Genesis algorithm would not have changed from IS to
CH if the speed remained less than 525 km/s. Thus, the SWICS algorithm may have identified fairly slow CH
flow to which the other two algorithms were not sensitive. On the other hand, the Genesis algorithm has a
12 h hold on changing from IS to CH after detection of an interplanetary shock. Since shocked IS flow is still
IS plasma, there were times when the Genesis and XB-ACE identifications were probably correct, while the
SWICS identification was in error. Further analysis of those events is beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 4a. Percent of Changes of Solar Wind Parameters That Agreed With Expectations for Entry Into CH Flow

Parameter SWICS CH Entry XB-ACE CH Entry Genesis CH Entry

Vp increase 77 90 100
Tp increase 71 90 76
np decrease 50 90 47
O7+/O6+ decrease 100 90 65
Mg/O decrease 45 50 45
Mg10+/O6+ decrease 68 60 49
# events 22 10 49
# perfect 4 2 8
% perfect 18 20 16

Table 4b. Percent of Changes of Solar Wind Parameters That Agreed With Expectations for Exit From CH Flow

Parameter SWICS CH Exit XB-ACE CH Exit Genesis CH Exit

Vp decrease 52 52 100
Tp decrease 62 76 48
np increase 52 90 35
O7+/O6+ increase 100 81 60
Mg/O increase 45 33 42
Mg10+/O6+ increase 87 43 48
# events 29 21 41
# perfect 4 2 3
% perfect 14 10 8

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 10.1002/2016JA023142
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Returning to Figure 2, one finds that the algorithm pairs were in better agreement for the IS and CH regimes
(the diagonal values are larger than the off-diagonal values) than for ICMEs, where some of the off-diagonal
terms are similar to or larger than the on-diagonal terms. In particular, IS Shours identified by any one algorithm
were very frequently identified as ICMEs by other algorithms. That is perhaps not surprising because of the dif-
ferent parameters used by the algorithms to identify ICMEs. Namely, the SWICS algorithm usedO7+/O6+, the XB-
ACE algorithmwas largely based on the value of the Alfvén speed with some attention to Tp/Tex and was devel-
oped using ICMEs that were magnetic clouds [Klein and Burlaga, 1982] containing enhanced magnetic fields,
and the Genesis algorithm was based on Tp/Tex, na/np, and BDE.

To help further understand the apparent problems with ICME identification, we used the manually compiled
ICME catalog of Richardson and Cane [2010, hereafter RC]; a regularly updated version is available at http://
www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm. During the 20,417 h used in this study, RC iden-

tified 54 ICMEs. The RC ICME start
and stop times are based on the
basic plasma properties (Vp, np,
Tp, and B), but adjacent intervals
of high values of O7+/O6+ are
also indicated for some ICMEs.
When the duration of ICMEs is
extended by the inclusion of
high O7+/O6+ periods, the RC
ICME events occupy 9% of the
time in the study period, while
Table 2 indicates that the
SWICS, XB-ACE, and Genesis
algorithms found ICMEs for
13%, 19%, and 23% of the time,
respectively. This then raises the
question whether RC underesti-
mated the frequency of ICMEs
or whether the spacecraft algo-
rithms are faulty. A previous eva-
luation [Reisenfeld et al., 2013]
concluded that about a third of
the ICME events identified by
Genesis were listed by RC, but
another third or more were misi-
dentifications, often triggered by
BDE flow that was probably
caused by reflection of solar
wind electrons from interplane-
tary shocks. We extend that ana-
lysis by comparing all three of
the algorithms to RC.

There were 914 Shours when the
SWICS, XB-ACE, and Genesis algo-
rithms unanimously agreed that
the regime was ICME. Of those,

Figure 4. Distributions of the speed of protons upon transitions between IS and
CH regimes. (top and middle rows) As determined by the SWICS and XB-ACE
algorithms. (bottom row) As determined when the transitions agreed with the
predictions of six different parameters. See text for more details.

Table 5. The Number of Parameters That Met Expectations for Entry Into or Exit From the CH Regime

# of Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6

CH Entry 6 10 16 12 23 14
CH Exit 4 20 23 18 16 9
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207 Shours (23%)were not within RC ICMEs. However, 103 of those 207Shours were in ICME intervals with dura-
tions of 4 Shours or less; 39 of them lasted only 1 Shour. Such short intervals would not have been included in
the RC list which while having no strict lower limit on the ICME duration, typically included ICMEs with durations
of~half a day or more, but very occasionally shorter. There then remain only nine intervals with
durations> 4 Shours that are in possible disagreement with the RC list.

Two of those intervals are examined in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 presents ACE and Genesis data for days 313–
315 (9–11 November) 2002. Figure 5a shows the algorithm assignments for each Shour. The two intervals
when all three algorithms indicate ICME for ≥8 consecutive Shours are bounded by pairs of vertical lines.
In Figures 5b–5e the data in blue show 64 s ACE SWEPAM data for Vp, np, Tp, and na/np. Genesis 2.5min
measurements of the same parameters are plotted in red. Figure 5d includes the values of Tex calculated
by the Vp dependence developed for ACE by Xu and Borovsky [2015] and for Genesis by Neugebauer et al.
[2003], shown in brown and black, respectively. Although Genesis and ACE values for Tex differed, that had
little influence on the regime determinations. Genesis observations of bidirectional electron streaming are
shown in Figure 5f, and 64 s averages of the ACE magnetic field magnitude and R, T, and N components
are given in the Figure 5g.

Figure 6 shows a more extended interval to place the observations in Figure 5 in context and repeats some of
the ACE plasma data in Figure 5. Here the magnitude, polar, and azimuthal angles (in GSE coordinates) of the
magnetic field are shown in the top three panels. Panel 7 shows the value of the XB-ACE algorithm (4) calcu-
lated from 64 s, rather than Shour-averaged plasma/field data, which is termed “Q1” by Xu and Borovsky
[2015]. As expected, Q1 is generally>1 in the two algorithm-identified ICME intervals from Figure 5 indicated
by vertical gray shading in Figure 6. Panels 8–14 show the SWICS O7+/O6+ratio, the mean Fe charge state, and
2 h averaged charge state distributions of O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe. The key to the right indicates the fraction of
the ions having each charge state. The bottom panel shows the counting rate of the Thule neutron monitor.

The main question here is whether the two intervals in Figures 5 and 6 that are classified as ICME by all three
algorithms may have been ICMEs that were missed by RC. The observations in Figure 6 suggest that those
regions were embedded in a corotating interaction region (CIR) that started at an interplanetary shock that
passed ACE (Genesis) at 1755UT (1812UT) on day 313 and extended to ~1400UT on day 315. The XB-ACE
algorithm, Q1 (equation (4)) is proportional to B and inversely proportional to weak powers of np, Tp, and
Vp. The jump to Q1> 1 in the first shaded interval was associated with the changes in plasma parameters,
in particular, the increase in B, upon the arrival of the shock and does not appear to indicate the arrival of
an ICME. The region between the shaded intervals containing an encounter with the heliospheric plasma
sheet (HPS) was correctly described as IS by the XB-ACE algorithm (Figure 5), and Q1 generally fell below 1,
apparently due to the decrease in B and increase in np typical of the HPS. The increase in Q1 to>1 in the sec-
ond shaded region appears to be have been due to the fall in density on exiting the HPS, while B remained
high, and other parameters remained nearly constant. This interval shows evidence of a magnetic field rota-
tion near the leading edge that might be evidence for a small flux rope or magnetic cloud-like structure, pos-
sibly consistent with an ICME but could also be a field deflection related to the nearby HPS. In addition,
magnetic field fluctuations were reduced in this interval compared to adjacent regions, a characteristic of
many ICMEs, though this could also have been a feature of this particular region of the CIR. The temperature
depression characteristic of most ICMEs was also absent in the second shaded interval but was present in the
first, as indicated in Figure 6 by the black shading (when Tp <0.5 Tex) in the Tp panel (note that low tempera-
tures also preceded this interval) and is also evident in Figure 5.

Genesis selected these intervals as ICME because of the low proton temperature in the first interval, the
enhanced na/np evident in Figure 5, and the presence of BDEs in the first interval and intermittently in the
second. Genesis also identified the HPS region between the shaded intervals as ICME because of its 18 h
persistence requirement.

The O7+/O6+ ratio used by the SWICS algorithm showed a typical anticorrelation with the solar wind speed,
increasing gradually as the solar wind speed declined on days 311–313 then decreasing during the trailing
part of the CIR and in the fast stream. The ratio was not especially enhanced above the values in the surround-
ing slow solar wind in the two intervals of interest. It appears that the SWICS algorithm indicated ICME
because O7+/O6+ was elevated in this slow solar wind and happened to reach the ICME threshold. The
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acceleration of the solar wind following the shock, causing the ICME threshold to fall in the first gray shaded
region, also contributed.

TheSWICSdatadohowever showan intriguing feature in theFechargestatedata inFigure6,whicharenotused
in any of the algorithms discussed here. In particular, the mean Fe charge state and the Fe charge state

Figure 5. (a) The regimes determined by SWICS, XB-ACE, and Genesis on days 313–315 of 2002. (b–e) Higher-resolution
parameters measured by Genesis and ACE (blue and red). See the text for further details. The vertical lines mark the
limits of two periods when all three algorithms indicated the presence of ICMEs.
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distribution showed distinct enhancements (most evident at charge state 16) extending from around the start
of the first shaded interval through to the early part of the second, including the intervening current sheet
crossing. Such enhanced Fe charge states have been previously associated with ICMEs [e.g., Lepri et al., 2001;
Richardson and Cane, 2004]. Furthermore, this feature closely coincided with the BDE interval in Figure 5.
Thus, the Fe charge states and BDEs together suggest that there may have been ICME-like material present
in a region that included the first shaded interval and part of the second and evidently enveloped the HPS.
On the other hand, the Thule neutron monitor data in Figure 6 (bottom panel), also not considered in any
algorithm, did not show any clear local decrease in cosmic ray intensity in the shaded intervals such as are

Figure 6. ACE magnetic field, solar wind plasma (64 s averages) and charge state data for days 311–315, 2002. The bottom
panel shows the counting rate of the Thule Neutron Monitor. Gray shaded intervals correspond to the two intervals
indicated in Figure 5. The Q1 parameter is the value of XB-ACE algorithm (4). See text for further details.
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often associated with the passage of ICMEs. However, not all ICMEs, in particular, slow ones such as here, pro-
duce such decreases [e.g., Richardson and Cane, 2011, and references therein] so that does not rule out the
presence of ICMEs. Thus, in summary, although there were some ICME signatures, such as BDEs and high Fe
charge states, strong, quiet magnetic fields and low proton temperatures present, taken together, Figures 5
and 6 leave toomany ambiguities to determinewhether or not the shaded intervals indicated ICMEs that were
not on the RC list.

There were seven other periods ranging in duration from 5 to 13 Shours during which the three algorithms
unanimously indicated the presence of ICMEs that were not on the RC list. All but one of them shared at least
some ambiguities similar to those discussed above in association with Figures 5 and 6. All but one was
observed during an interval of increasing speed. Three of them followed within a few hours of a forward
shock, which could have been a signature of the approach of either an ICME or a CIR. Two of them contained
a heliospheric current sheet, and heavy ion charge state variations similar to those in Figure 6 were present in
two of them. Only one of the seven, which was 8 Shours long, exhibited no such ambiguities and may have
been an uncomplicated ICME.

Another question is whether or not the three algorithms concurred with the ICMEs that were listed in RC. The
answer is that the three algorithms unanimously disagreed that the regime was ICME for only 50 (3%) of the
1756 RC ICME Shours. Hence, at least one of the algorithms strongly supported the RC identifications. On
the other hand, the algorithms are not completely independent of the RC list because the criteria used by
Zhao et al. [2009] to identify ICMEs using charge state data were based on those developed by Richardson
and Cane [2004] using an earlier version of the RC list [Cane and Richardson, 2003] as a starting point. Also,
subsets of the RC events were used by Xu and Borovsky [2015] in developing their algorithm.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

The statistics shown in Figure 2 and Table 2 reveal a disappointingly low level of agreement between solar
wind regimes calculated by the three algorithms considered here. Any pair of the algorithms identified the
same regime less than ~2/3 of the time, and all three were in agreement only 49% of the time. We note, how-
ever, that the ACE SWEPAM data base did not provide all the parameters required for the XB-ACE algorithm
(and hence, no corresponding regime assignment wasmade) for 42% of the Shours for which SWICS reported
a helium velocity <400 km/s. As seen in Figure 3, the 63 to 71% agreements of XB-ACE with Genesis and
SWICS at those speeds suggests that the three-way agreement might have been slightly greater than 49%
if more SWEPAM data had been available.

Some of the differences between the Genesis algorithm and the other two can be ascribed to the purposeful
effort to protect the Genesis CH collector from contamination by ICME and IS flows. Probably, the major
source of the discrepancies between the three regime calculations, however, is the limited number of plasma
parameters used by the algorithms. For example, parameters other than those listed in Table 1 that
have been associated with IS-CH stream interfaces are flow direction, electron and alpha-particle tempera-
tures, alpha-particle abundance, differential flow between alphas and protons, heavier-ion composition
abundances (i.e., FIP fractionation), the charge state of ions other than O, and the level of fluctuations
and waves [Gosling et al.,1978; Sisco and Intriligator, 1993; Geiss et al., 1995; Wimmer-Schweingruber et al.,
1997, 1999; Burton et al., 1999]. Rather, modest changes in one or more of the parameters listed in
Table 1 could trigger a regime change that might be proved to be erroneous if other parameters were
investigated. The low ratio of "perfect" to total stream-interface events in Tables 4a and 4b attests to that
conclusion. On the other hand, Xu and Borovsky [2015] argue that there is an advantage to using just a
small set of well-observed, widely available, near-continuous parameters such as the plasma and field data
used in their algorithm.

A major difference between the results of the three algorithms is the large number of CH Shours identified
by the SWICS algorithm relative to the numbers of CH Shours identified by the XB-ACE and Genesis
algorithms. One cause of that difference appears to be the higher speeds required by the XB-ACE and
Genesis algorithms to change from the IS to the CH regime. There may have been a number of slow
(<500–525 km/s) CH flows that could not trigger the XB-ACE or Genesis algorithms. But there were also
some postshock IS flows that the Genesis algorithm correctly identified as IS but that the SWICS algorithm
identified as CH.
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There is also a substantial disagreement in the estimates of the percentage of the solar wind flow identified as
ICME: 13.6% for SWICS, 19% for XB-ACE, and 23% for Genesis, while the RC catalog yields only 9%. The high
fraction of Genesis ICME intervals may arise because the Genesis algorithm intentionally maintained the
regime as ICME for a minimum of 18 h to protect the purity of the CH collector. Another part of the discre-
pancy appears to be because the algorithms identified many brief ICME intervals that would not have been
considered for inclusion in the RC catalog. There were also nine longer events (5 to 13 Shours) identified by all
three algorithms that do not appear in RC. Of the two of those events discussed here, although some ICME-
like features were present, neither event appeared to be a compelling case of a “missed” ICME. On the other
hand, the high likelihood of one or more of the algorithms indicating an ICME during passage of ICMEs
included in RC suggests that it is very unlikely that the RC catalog includes a significant number of events that
were not, in fact, ICMEs. Similar to the case of the IS-CH transitions discussed above, it is possible that ICME
identification might be improved by using an algorithm that considers more of the approximately two
dozen characteristic signatures of ICMEs [Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006]; see also, Gosling, 1990, 2000];
Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997].

We are also aware that other ICME lists exist that might have been used in this study, and since there can be
significant differences in the event identifications between lists, the choice of ICME list will influence the
conclusions of the study. Richardson and Cane [2010] discuss various reasons for differences between
the RC catalog used here and several other ICME lists. For example, some clear ICMEs are omitted in
certain lists, while postshock sheaths without ICMEs may be included, the choice of parameters used to iden-
tify ICMEs can influence which events are included or excluded, and there are difficult-to-identify, marginal
events that the compilers of one catalog choose to include, but other catalogs omit. We note that the RC
catalog has been used in many studies, and its general accuracy has not, to our knowledge, been seriously
questioned, so it was a reasonable choice to be used in this study. We also note that Richardson and Cane
[2012] discuss a classification “by hand” of the solar wind data since 1963 into slow, fast, and transient flows
based on near-Earth solar wind observations and additional data. It would be interesting to compare their
classifications with those of the algorithms discussed here, but that is left for another study.

The analyses underlying the development of the algorithms considered here [Zhao et al., 2009; Xu and
Borovsky, 2015; Neugebauer et al., 2003] were all based on the assumption that there is a limited number
(3 or 4) of types of solar wind, but that assumptionmay well be in error. For example, Stakhiv et al. [2015] have
suggested that the fast wind has two different regimes—wind from coronal holes and wind emanating from
regions close to coronal-hole boundaries.

The bottom line is that to know the source of the solar wind observed at a particular place and time, one
should use the algorithms discussed here with caution and skepticism. If the period of interest is included
in the RC catalog, there is a reasonably good chance the flow was actually transient. For all other cases, how-
ever, the regime indications provided by the algorithms studied here should be used as an initial guess and as
a starting point for further investigation based on a greater selection of parameters.
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